
Name ~ Probability Test Study Guide 

l . Determine if the events are INDEPENDENT or DEPENDENT. 

a . You grab a piece of chocolate from the jar, ~ , then grab another. bepe.nd.en+ 
b. You draw a card from a deck, replace it, and draw a second. .:Cad..epe_ncU-0::t 

c . You flip a coin and spin a spinner. ..Lide~ 
d . You take a pencil from your teacher. throw it away, and then take another one. ~ 

2. A spinner is divided into eight sections labeled A - H. You spin the spinner 49 
times. The results are as follows: 

Number A B C D E F G 
Number of Times Spinner 

3 2 7 8 5 7 10 Landed on Number 

H 

7 

Find PIH) . Write the probability as a fraction in simplest form and a percent. 

Fraction: ~ = © Percent: 0, I I/" loo -<@ 
For #3 - 5, write your answers as fractions in simplest form. 

3. You select a marble from a bag containing 29 marbles. The bag contains: 5 blue 
marbles, 6 green marbles, 7 red marbles, 8 white marbles, and 3 yellow marbles. Find 
the probability of s ing RED or BLUE. 

I a -P(red or blue)= -"<-';1.'---'....,....--

; b~:: /;l 

4. Suppose you spin the spinner below twice. Find the probability of spinning a 
consonant then E. 

®
' 

Vo~: A,£.,'J:.,01 LA · 

Coti~: ' 
~~i~ 

c,a,s.e. :.,· 

.!..l..: ~ ® 
P(consonant, then E) = (p CJ> j'[i :: ,-; 

3 (.6(l10t\Ar\,+.s 

! ''£ ,, : 't 

5. You roll a standard dice. Find the probability of rolling a number less than 3. 

~ m 
P(number less than 3) = ~ 

@, ?J,'-1, 5, l., 
6. Which of the following numbers could not be the probability of an event? Explain. 

¼ 0 35.2% -½ 

Explanation: 



For #7 & 8, use the spinner to find the probability. All sections are equal. 
7. What is the probability of the spinner landing on an even number? 

P(even) (12___ 

8. You spin the spinner twice. What is the probability you will land on a 2 or 3, then an 
odd number? 

;J !, ~ ~ -P(2 or 3) = --=!J"'--- P(odd) = ~$ __ _ ---·---P(2 or 3) • P(odd) = 5 -

You spin a spinner 50 times and record your results in the table. 

Spinner Number of 
outcome occurrences 

Red 12 
Green 7 

Oranqe 9 
Blue 12 
Black 10 

9. Using the results above, what is the experimental probability the spinner will land on 
the color red? Write your answer as a percent. 

~~ ~ 50 : 0.~4 !)l IDO = ol'-1 '/. P(red)~ 

1 O. Assuming all sections are listed above and of equal size, what is the theoretical 
probability it will land on red? Write your answer as a percent. 

5 col or~ ~ 
j_ Colo..- i !, ~ 

,~°' ~ 6-h,tc, .. I = O.~x/oo, P(red)=~ 

11 . Greg spins the spinner twice. All the sections of the spinner are of equal size. 

What is the probability that it will land on 5, then a number 
greater than 5? 

' P(5)=_Y~--

() 

P(greater than 5) = _'1~-

P(5) • P(greater than 5) = C· e, .:: /~ :G 



Use the Information below to answer questions 12 and 13. 

There are 20 marbles in a bag. There are 4 blue marbles, 6 green marbles, 2 red 
marbles, and the others are yellow. 

12. What is the probability of drawing a blue marble, REPLACING IT (return it to the 
bag before drawing again), and then drawing a green or blue marble ? 

'-+ (p &.f /0 
P(blue) = °Tc) P(green or blue)= To 
P(blue) • P(green or blue)= ~. ~ .. {30 2:L _ 

~o ~ o - c40o : qo -

13. What is the probability of drawing a green marble, NOT REPLACING it, and then 
drawing a red marble? ..,_ 

u, ~ 
P(green) = ~ () P(red) = 

1 

P(green) • P(red) = ~ • ~ _ 
;;/0 I C\ -

14. Place the letter of each event (a-f) on the scale at the spot that best describes its 
probability. 

13 
Impossible D C. 

I I I I I I I I 
0.0 0.1 O. ~ O.:!, OH 0.5 O.<o 6:7 0.15 

C) "/. ID'/. -10'/. 30% "loZ 50'/. Cli0% -,O"/. ~9 
a) You have a 90% chance of losing the game 
b) You will have two birthdays this year 
c) The probability a child will be a girl. 
d) There is a .25 chance of rain 
e) If today is Friday, tomorrow is Saturday. 
f) A dog has four legs. 

4 deiJc.n.k;; 

F -. 0.11 -tt,c. ~ 
E . l<.o cs, M5.K.'~ 

A Certain •Uol$ h~ Y l~5 

I I 
0,C) 1.0 
cto% loo"/. 

15. Krysta is taking Spanish and PE. There are 5 Spanish teachers and 6 PE teachers. How 
many possible outcomes are there for the two teachers Krysta will have? Use the FCP (Fun
damental Counting Principle) to find the number of possible outcomes. 

Spru,i:sh pi;_ 

5 f..9-::30 

@possible outcomes 



16. You order an ice cream sundae. You can choose chocolate, vanilla or 
strawberry ice cream. For toppings you may choose sprinkles, cookie pieces, or 
hot fudge. You can also choose whipped cream or no whipped cream. Draw a 
tree diagram to show the possible outcomes. 

G = Choc.ol°'"+-e.. 
V: VOJ1;/IC\.. 

5.: ~~er~ 

j 

~ rsH~J.)W 
~: 5/>rinkl~ 

C.,p = UX>t4°eP;~~ 

I i ' ttF "1 
Cp I\ c.p 

Sp A Jv NJv jp ~w 
1-tJ=":tto+~ 
W:whi~pu.( ~ 

J,.,~ tyNlv A 
N&v lv N,V Nw~Now~~ 

~ 

How many total possible outcomes are there? 
:rc.e... ~ "TOP,i ~~ Wkip ) <J 

!:J • _3 • ,2.: l 
What is the probability you will choose a chocolate ice cream, with sprinkwes an 
whipped cream? I I - -18 ( 3 

l 7. The cards below have been placed in a box. Once a card is drawn, it is NOT 
replaced. 

What is the probability of getting: 
,g 

an "E"~n "R" -°'~-
Md po,, iJ:Jilitr't.5 

+h,'s ij Q\)E.~ 

two "A"s ½•if=@ 
T 

""'4t-li .. f ,!j 
ilu· i ; , i'W0 ~ 

a"W"~an "E" 

"114.l+ip~ 
1his ;~ 1\v'o ~~ 

I ~ I 
an "C", "P",~an "L" ii" •9 · ~ 

~,pl~ 
"lhi, ;, ,We,~ 

~ -,-~ . ~-· -~ 
So4 


